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The end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of Early Modern
times see an up-swing in the production and use of administra-
tive documents in most parts of Europe. One typical example of
frequently produced documents is trial records. In the Early Mo-
dern time, some criminals were brought for trial to the Tower of
Bern (part of today’s Switzerland), and a multitude of protocols
for these trials was collected in the so-called tower books.

Even though these protocols are today available to the public,
systematic research from a historical, linguistic, or jurisprudential
perspective is still missing. Reasons for the absence of research
may be due to the size of the corpus (approx. 300'000 pages, State
Archive of Bern: B IX 423 - B XI 587) and certainly also because
of the type of handwriting used in the documents - a form of Ger-
man Kurrent - that cannot be described as very regular due to the
circumstances of the writing process (often as part of an ongoing
interrogation, in a tower, sometimes at night or in winter). Fur-
thermore, the documents are not legible for modern readers.

From a scholarly point of view, the documents are of high in-
terest from different perspectives, which makes the lack of rese-
arch even more regrettable. There is only very little research on
early forms of the written language (pre-standard) in Switzerland
(Haas 2000: 109-138). Since these records also contain the usage
of words originating in Alemannic dialects, we understand the
collection of crucial to be able to understand parts of the language
history in early modern Switzerland. Besides the linguistic issues,
the collection also allows to address historical questions, cover-
ing specific cases such as witchcraft, persecution of homosexuals,
etc., but also broader questions, like the geographic origin of the
delinquents and their social background and circumstances or re-
asons for such prosecutions and its consequences to name but a
few (Schwerhoff 2011).

In a first step, we applied Handwritten Text Recognition, utili-
zing large models that were built on several thousands of pages of
similarly written documents (available on Transkribus: https://re-
adcoop.eu/model/german-kurrent-16th-18th/, for the application

of general models, see also (Hodel et al. 2021)). Parts of the auto-
matically transcribed texts were corrected and tagged for named
entities. Only through the combination of other (openly available,
(Binz-Wohlhauser / Dorthe 2022) ) material and in-house produ-
ced data from similar sources (minutes from Engelberg), a lan-
guage model could be built that supported the training of a NER
tagger (language model and tagger were built using the FLAIR
framework (Akbik et al. 2019) ).

Table 1. Results on the NER task, based on different types of data augmentation.

Pre-
cision

Recall F1

Model Mi-
cro-Avg

PER LOC ORG Mi-
cro-Avg

PER LOC ORG Mi-
cro-Avg

PER LOC ORG

Only
senten-
ces

80.07% 79.69% 90.41% 24.59% 83.50% 87.29% 83.83% 39.47% 81.75% 83.31% 86.99% 30.30%

Aug-
menta-tion
me-
thod 1

81.21% 82.46% 88.51% 28.81% 83.99% 88.51% 83.02% 44.74% 82.57% 85.38% 85.67% 35.05%

Aug-
menta-tion
me-
thod 2 

81.29% 82.11% 89.97% 25.42% 82.89% 87.53% 82.21% 39.47% 82.08% 84.73% 85.92% 30.93%

Aug-
menta-tion
me-
thod 3

80.02% 79.96% 88.95% 31.75% 83.74% 87.78% 82.48% 52.63% 81.84% 83.68% 85.59% 39.60%

Aug-
menta-tion
me-
thod 4

80.51% 82.48% 87.10% 30.65% 81.78% 86.31% 80.05% 50.00% 81.14% 84.35% 83.43% 38.00%

The success of the tagger has not only been measured on a test
set derived from the material, but also on uncorrected automatic
transcription, recognized by the HTR. On corrected text we get
state-of-the art results compared to similar datasets (Chastang /
Aguilar / Tannier 2021; Torres Aguilar / Stutzmann 2021) with a
F1-score of 0.8257 on the three categories “PERSON”, “PLACE”,
“ORGANISATION”. Since different forms of embeddings (fast-
text, BERT, and from scratch language models) were tested, using
different parameters (hidden size of embeddings, combination of
input for language models etc.), we can report about strategies to
build domain as well as time specific taggers.

Generally speaking, it is possible to apply NLP methodologies
based on deep learning to pre-modern documents (for French, as
an example, see (Gabay et al. 2022; Cafiero et al. 2021) ). Similar
to larger datasets containing modern languages, the hidden size of
the neural network improves the results, be it only slightly. But
the need to have large datasets for training of specific language
models available remains. Only little attention has been brought
so far to pre-modern documents, which in consequence led to a
lack of available language models.

As the first results, from a linguistic as well as a historical per-
spective, we can assume that there was an “office language” in use
that was intermingled with interferences of the historic Bernese
Swiss German dialect. Furthermore, person and place names in the
documents hint at lower classes that mainly were on trial, but with
a sizable spatial background (especially from the North, Southern
Germany and the Alsace), demonstrating the movements of esp.
lower class people.

At this stage in particular, NLP for pre-modern documents still
needs to be described as in its infancy and with a rather specialized
data set, not building on any previous language models or taggers,
we needed to rely on open research data that allowed for the en-
largement of available training, validation, and test material.
The result of this paper is not only the experiences gained, but also
another openly available dataset (partly tagged, currently in pu-
blication) and a published tagger (Prada 2022). By making aware
of our results that clearly demonstrate that larger datasets result
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in more precise models, we hope to further push other projects
and institutions to publish their available data of pre-modern do-
cuments or even proper language models. Only through collabo-
ration and communication of available data can improvements be
made in the long run. At the same time, we strive for more com-
munication about the re-usage of data sets to push from that per-
spective for the explainability of language models.
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